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Institutional Trust 2005
Institutional Trust 2005

Overview

Identification SND0955-001

Abstract
Since 1997, MedieAkademin has carried out an annual survey titled The Institutional Trust. The survey has focused
on major social institutions, such as the parliament, big business, the daily press, and TV/radio, as well as some
specific companies such as Sveriges Television, TV4, IKEA, Skandia, and Volvo. The number of institutions
included has varied somewhat over the years. Some of the institutions and companies have been measured every year
while others have been investigated more irregularly. The survey was carried out by TNS Gallup and involved 766
individuals who were interviewed by telephone between October 28 and November 14, 2005. The survey comprised
28 institutions/companies/brands and 10 leaders. The 2005 survey also included questions regarding opinions about
the future.

Kind of Data Surveydata: Oberoende undersökningar

Unit of Analysis Individ

Scope & Coverage

Keywords förtroende, förtroende för regeringen, politisk åsikt, massmedia

Topics massmedia, POLITIK

Time Period(s) 2005

Countries Sverige

Universe
Personer i åldrarna 16-74 år

Producers & Sponsors

Primary
Investigator(s)

Holmberg, Sören, Göteborgs universitet, Statsvetenskapliga institutionen
Weibull, Lennart, Göteborgs universitet, Institutionen för journalistik och
masskommunikation

Other Producer(s) Göteborgs universitet, Statsvetenskapliga institutionen
MedieAkademin
TNS Gallup

Sampling

Sampling Procedure
Sannolikhetsurval: obundet slumpmässigt urval (OSU)

Data Collection

Data Collection
Dates

start 2005-10-25
end 2005-11-14

Data Collection
Mode

Intervju: Telefon
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Data Collector(s) TNS Gallup

Accessibility

Distributor(s) Svensk nationell datatjänst
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File Description(s)
Dataset contains 1 file(s)

Förtroendebarometer 2005

Cases 766

Variable(s) 60
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Variable Group(s)
Dataset contains 3 group(s)

Study information

# Name Label Question

1 SND_studie SND-studie 0955 -

2 SND_dataset SND-dataset 0955-001 -

3 SND_version SND version 1.1 -

4 respnr SERIAL ID -

Background variables/constructed variables

# Name Label Question

1 vikt Weight -

2 sex Sex -

3 utbild Education -

4 region Region -

5 age Age -

6 inkmonth Household's income/month -

7 inkyear Household's income/year -

8 parti3 Political parties -

Interview questions

# Name Label Question

1 regering F.1AA Confidence in: The Government How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - the Government

2 riksdag F.1AB Confidence in: The Parliament How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - the Parliament

3 eukomm F.1AC Confidence in: EU commission How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - EU commission

4 polpart F.1AD Confidence in: The political parties How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - The political
parties

5 univer F.1AE Confidence in: Universities How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Universities

6 storftg F.1AF Confidence in: Big business How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Big business

7 fack F.1AG Confidence in: The trade unions How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - The trade unions

8 dagspr F.1AH Confidence in: The daily press How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - The daily press

9 radiotv F.1AI Confidence in: Radio and television How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Radio and
television

10 smftg F.1AJ Confidence in: Small business How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Small business
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# Name Label Question

11 kyrkan F.1AK Confidence in: The Church of
Sweden

How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - The Church of
Sweden

12 social F.1AL Confidence in: The Swedish Social
Democratic Party

How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - The Swedish
Social Democratic Party

13 moderat F.1AM Confidence in: Moderate party How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Moderate Party

14 sr F.1BA Confidence in: Radio Sweden How much confidence do you have for the way in which
radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - Radio
Sweden

15 svt F.1BB Confidence in: Swedish Television How much confidence do you have for the way in which
radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - Swedish
Television

16 tv4 F.1BC Confidence in: TV4 How much confidence do you have for the way in which
radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - TV4

17 tv3 F.1BD Confidence in: TV3 How much confidence do you have for the way in which
radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - TV3

18 kanal5 F.1BE Confidence in: Channel 5 How much confidence do you have for the way in which
radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - Channel 5

19 dn F.1BF Confidence in: Dagens Nyheter How much confidence do you have for the way in which
radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - DN
(Dagens Nyheter)

20 afton F.1BG Confidence in: Aftonbladet How much confidence do you have for the way in
which radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? -
Aftonbladet

21 ikea F.1CA Confidence in: IKEA How much confidence do you have for the way in which the
following companies and brands do their job? - IKEA

22 volvo F.1CB Confidence in: Volvo How much confidence do you have for the way in which the
following companies and brands do their job? - Volvo

23 saab F.1CC Confidence in: Saab How much confidence do you have for the way in which the
following companies and brands do their job? - Saab

24 ericsson F.1CD Confidence in: Ericsson How much confidence do you have for the way in which the
following companies and brands do their job? - Ericsson

25 posten F.1CE Confidence in: Posten AB How much confidence do you have for the way in which the
following companies and brands do their job? - Posten AB

26 telia F.1CF Confidence in: TeliaSonera How much confidence do you have for the way in which the
following companies and brands do their job? - TeliaSonera

27 coca F.1CG Confidence in: Coca-Cola How much confidence do you have for the way in which the
following companies and brands do their job? - Coca-Cola

28 skandia F.1CH Confidence in: Skandia How much confidence do you have for the way in which the
following companies and brands do their job? - Skandia

29 persson F.1DA Confidence in: Göran Persson How much confidence do you have for the way the
following people do their job? - Göran Persson, the Swedish
Social Democratic Party

30 fredrik F.1DB Confidence in: Fredrik Reinfeldt How much confidence do you have for the way the
following people do their job? - Fredrik Reinfeldt, the
Moderate party

31 sydow F.1DC Confidence in: Björn von Sydow How much confidence do you have for the way the
following people do their job? - Björn von Sydow, speaker
of Parliament
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# Name Label Question

32 juttan F.1DD Confidence in: Christina Jutterström How much confidence do you have for the way the
following people do their job? - Christina Jutterström,
managing director Swedish Television

33 orn F.1DE Confidence in: Peter Örn How much confidence do you have for the way the
following people do their job? - Peter Örn, managing
director Swedish Radio

34 gerdin F.1DF Confidence in: Anders Gerdin How much confidence do you have for the way the
following people do their job? - Anders Gerdin, editor-in-
chief Aftonbladet

35 leif F.1DG Confidence in: Leif Johansson How much confidence do you have for the way the
following people do their job? - Leif Johansson, president
and CEO of AB Volvo

36 kamprad F.1DH Confidence in: Ingvar Kamprad How much confidence do you have for the way the
following people do their job? - Ingvar Kamprad, founder of
IKEA

37 svanberg F.1DI Confidence in: Carl-Henrik Svanberg How much confidence do you have for the way the
following people do their job? - Carl-Henrik Svanberg, CEO
of Ericsson

38 hammar F.1DJ Confidence in: KG Hammar How much confidence do you have for the way the
following people do their job? - KG Hammar, Archbishop

39 egenliv F.2A Changes in 10-15 years: Your own life
situation

Do you think your own life situation will be better or worse
10-15 years from now?

40 svelivs F.2B Changes in 10-15 years: Most Swedes'
life situation

Do you think the life situation of most Swedish citizens will
be better or worse 10-15 years from now?

41 miljo F.3A Changes in 10-15 years: The
environment

If you look 10-15 years into the future, how do you think that
Sweden will have changed in terms of the following? - The
environment

42 ekstand F.3B Changes in 10-15 years: Economic
standard of living

If you look 10-15 years into the future, how do you think
that Sweden will have changed in terms of the following? -
Economic standard of living

43 journ F.3C Changes in 10-15 years: The
journalistic ethics

If you look 10-15 years into the future, how do you think that
Sweden will have changed in terms of the following? - The
journalistic ethics

44 politik F.3D Changes in 10-15 years: The morality
of politicians

If you look 10-15 years into the future, how do you think that
Sweden will have changed in terms of the following? - The
morality of politicians

45 ftgled F.3E Changes in 10-15 years: The moral of
business managers

If you look 10-15 years into the future, how do you think that
Sweden will have changed in terms of the following? - The
moral of business managers

46 parti1 F.4A Political party sympathy Which political party do you sympathize with?

47 parti2 F.4B Closest political party Which political party do you lean towards?

48 familj F.5 Current family category If you had to describe your current family, which of the
categories that I now count up do you think best applies?
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Variables Description
Dataset contains 60 variable(s)
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# SND_studie: SND-studie 0955

SND-studie 0945: Förtroendebarometer 2005

Value Label Cases Percentage

955 SND 0955 766 100.0%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 955- 955] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# SND_dataset: SND-dataset 0955-001

SND-dataset 0955-001: Förtroendebarometer 2005

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 SND 0945-001 766 100.0%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# SND_version: SND version 1.1

SND version 1.0, februari 2014

Notes Lables, questions and response alternatives translated into english

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 version 1.1 766 100.0%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# respnr: SERIAL ID

Respondent-ID

Information [Type: continuous] [Format: numeric] [Range: 51320- 55334] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# vikt: Weight

Viktvariabel

Information [Type: continuous] [Format: numeric] [Range: 0.4691- 2.8282] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-] [Mean: 1.007 /-] [StdDev: 0.346 /-]

# sex: Sex

Kön

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Man 363 47.4%

2 Woman 403 52.6%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# sex: Sex

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 2] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# utbild: Education

Utbildning

Value Label Cases Percentage

0 School refusal 2 0.3%

1 Primary/Elementary school 142 18.5%

2 Primary/Elementary school - training 44 5.7%

3 Junior secondary school/Girls' school 10 1.3%

4 Junior secondary school/Girls' school - training 15 2.0%

5 2 year upper secondary school education/High school degree 71 9.3%

6 3-4 year upper secondary school education/High school
degree

198 25.8%

7 Post-secondary education 284 37.1%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 0- 7] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# region: Region

Region

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Stockholm urban area 146 19.1%

2 Eastern midst of Sweden 123 16.1%

3 Småland (islands included) 77 10.1%

4 Southern Sweden 115 15.0%

5 Western Sweden 151 19.7%

6 Northern midst of Sweden 65 8.5%

7 Middle and northern Sweden 89 11.6%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 7] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# age: Age

Ålder

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 176 23.0%

2 289 37.7%

3 213 27.8%

4 88 11.5%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 4] [Missing: *]
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# age: Age

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-] [Mean: 2.278 /-] [StdDev: 0.944 /-]

# inkmonth: Household's income/month

Hushållsinkomst/månad

Information [Type: continuous] [Format: numeric] [Range: 0- 500000] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 650 /-] [Invalid: 116 /-] [Mean: 41813.846 /-] [StdDev: 44072.851 /-]

# inkyear: Household's income/year

Hushållsinkomst/år

Information [Type: continuous] [Format: numeric] [Range: 0- 6000] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 665 /-] [Invalid: 101 /-] [Mean: 499.302 /-] [StdDev: 524.183 /-]

# parti3: Political parties

Konstruerad variabel: Sammanslagning av Partisympati samt Närmaste parti.

Value Label Cases Percentage

0 Non-Swedish citizen/under 18 years old 69 9.0%

1 Other party 10 1.3%

2 Moderate Party 146 19.1%

3 Liberal Party 63 8.2%

4 The Centre Party 30 3.9%

5 Christian Democrats 26 3.4%

6 Social Democrats 217 28.3%

7 Left Party 25 3.3%

8 Green Party 22 2.9%

9 No party, will vote blank 22 2.9%

10 Will not vote 15 2.0%

11 Refuses to vote 8 1.0%

12 Don't know 103 13.4%

13 June List 10 1.3%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 0- 13] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# regering: F.1AA Confidence in: The Government

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - the
Government

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 28 3.7%

2 Quite high trust 172 22.7%

3 Neither high nor low trust 268 35.4%

4 Quite low trust 194 25.6%
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# regering: F.1AA Confidence in: The Government

Value Label Cases Percentage

5 Very low trust 96 12.7%

Sysmiss 8
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 758 /-] [Invalid: 8 /-]

# riksdag: F.1AB Confidence in: The Parliament

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - the Parliament

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 28 3.7%

2 Quite high trust 204 27.0%

3 Neither high nor low trust 280 37.0%

4 Quite low trust 174 23.0%

5 Very low trust 70 9.3%

Sysmiss 10
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 756 /-] [Invalid: 10 /-]

# eukomm: F.1AC Confidence in: EU commission

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - EU
commission

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 13 1.8%

2 Quite high trust 116 15.8%

3 Neither high nor low trust 249 34.0%

4 Quite low trust 216 29.5%

5 Very low trust 139 19.0%

Sysmiss 33
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 733 /-] [Invalid: 33 /-]

# polpart: F.1AD Confidence in: The political parties

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - The political
parties

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 14 1.9%

2 Quite high trust 114 15.2%

3 Neither high nor low trust 291 38.7%

4 Quite low trust 218 29.0%
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# polpart: F.1AD Confidence in: The political parties

Value Label Cases Percentage

5 Very low trust 115 15.3%

Sysmiss 14
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 752 /-] [Invalid: 14 /-]

# univer: F.1AE Confidence in: Universities

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Universities

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 109 15.2%

2 Quite high trust 406 56.6%

3 Neither high nor low trust 176 24.5%

4 Quite low trust 24 3.3%

5 Very low trust 2 0.3%

Sysmiss 49
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 717 /-] [Invalid: 49 /-]

# storftg: F.1AF Confidence in: Big business

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Big business

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 34 4.5%

2 Quite high trust 245 32.8%

3 Neither high nor low trust 303 40.5%

4 Quite low trust 124 16.6%

5 Very low trust 42 5.6%

Sysmiss 18
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 748 /-] [Invalid: 18 /-]

# fack: F.1AG Confidence in: The trade unions

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - The trade
unions

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 25 3.4%

2 Quite high trust 210 28.3%

3 Neither high nor low trust 246 33.2%

4 Quite low trust 186 25.1%

5 Very low trust 75 10.1%
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# fack: F.1AG Confidence in: The trade unions

Value Label Cases Percentage

Sysmiss 24
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 742 /-] [Invalid: 24 /-]

# dagspr: F.1AH Confidence in: The daily press

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - The daily press

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 35 4.6%

2 Quite high trust 223 29.4%

3 Neither high nor low trust 239 31.5%

4 Quite low trust 197 26.0%

5 Very low trust 64 8.4%

Sysmiss 8
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 758 /-] [Invalid: 8 /-]

# radiotv: F.1AI Confidence in: Radio and television

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Radio and
television

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 44 5.8%

2 Quite high trust 342 45.1%

3 Neither high nor low trust 278 36.7%

4 Quite low trust 70 9.2%

5 Very low trust 24 3.2%

Sysmiss 8
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 758 /-] [Invalid: 8 /-]

# smftg: F.1AJ Confidence in: Small business

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Small business

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 84 11.3%

2 Quite high trust 379 51.1%

3 Neither high nor low trust 230 31.0%

4 Quite low trust 39 5.3%

5 Very low trust 9 1.2%

Sysmiss 25
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# smftg: F.1AJ Confidence in: Small business
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 741 /-] [Invalid: 25 /-]

# kyrkan: F.1AK Confidence in: The Church of Sweden

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - The Church of
Sweden

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 49 6.6%

2 Quite high trust 256 34.5%

3 Neither high nor low trust 253 34.1%

4 Quite low trust 108 14.6%

5 Very low trust 76 10.2%

Sysmiss 24
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 742 /-] [Invalid: 24 /-]

# social: F.1AL Confidence in: The Swedish Social Democratic Party

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - The Swedish
Social Democratic Party

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 36 4.8%

2 Quite high trust 166 22.1%

3 Neither high nor low trust 257 34.3%

4 Quite low trust 164 21.9%

5 Very low trust 127 16.9%

Sysmiss 16
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 750 /-] [Invalid: 16 /-]

# moderat: F.1AM Confidence in: Moderate party

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Moderate
Party

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 34 4.6%

2 Quite high trust 203 27.3%

3 Neither high nor low trust 252 33.9%

4 Quite low trust 148 19.9%

5 Very low trust 107 14.4%

Sysmiss 22
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# moderat: F.1AM Confidence in: Moderate party

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 744 /-] [Invalid: 22 /-]

# sr: F.1BA Confidence in: Radio Sweden

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - Radio
Sweden

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 130 17.3%

2 Quite high trust 420 56.0%

3 Neither high nor low trust 157 20.9%

4 Quite low trust 32 4.3%

5 Very low trust 11 1.5%

Sysmiss 16
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 750 /-] [Invalid: 16 /-]

# svt: F.1BB Confidence in: Swedish Television

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - Swedish
Television

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 107 14.1%

2 Quite high trust 411 54.2%

3 Neither high nor low trust 191 25.2%

4 Quite low trust 39 5.1%

5 Very low trust 10 1.3%

Sysmiss 8
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 758 /-] [Invalid: 8 /-]

# tv4: F.1BC Confidence in: TV4

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - TV4

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 52 7.0%

2 Quite high trust 319 42.6%

3 Neither high nor low trust 277 37.0%

4 Quite low trust 83 11.1%

5 Very low trust 17 2.3%

Sysmiss 18
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# tv4: F.1BC Confidence in: TV4

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 748 /-] [Invalid: 18 /-]

# tv3: F.1BD Confidence in: TV3

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - TV3

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 22 3.5%

2 Quite high trust 110 17.4%

3 Neither high nor low trust 251 39.8%

4 Quite low trust 181 28.7%

5 Very low trust 67 10.6%

Sysmiss 135
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 631 /-] [Invalid: 135 /-]

# kanal5: F.1BE Confidence in: Channel 5

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - Channel 5

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 26 4.3%

2 Quite high trust 97 16.0%

3 Neither high nor low trust 246 40.7%

4 Quite low trust 180 29.8%

5 Very low trust 56 9.3%

Sysmiss 161
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 605 /-] [Invalid: 161 /-]

# dn: F.1BF Confidence in: Dagens Nyheter

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? - DN
(Dagens Nyheter)

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 75 11.9%

2 Quite high trust 258 40.9%

3 Neither high nor low trust 226 35.8%

4 Quite low trust 56 8.9%

5 Very low trust 16 2.5%

Sysmiss 135
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 631 /-] [Invalid: 135 /-]
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# afton: F.1BG Confidence in: Aftonbladet

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which radio, TV stations and newspapers do their job? -
Aftonbladet

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 33 4.6%

2 Quite high trust 108 15.1%

3 Neither high nor low trust 226 31.7%

4 Quite low trust 234 32.8%

5 Very low trust 112 15.7%

Sysmiss 53
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 713 /-] [Invalid: 53 /-]

# ikea: F.1CA Confidence in: IKEA

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which the following companies and brands do their job? - IKEA

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 175 23.2%

2 Quite high trust 390 51.7%

3 Neither high nor low trust 144 19.1%

4 Quite low trust 36 4.8%

5 Very low trust 9 1.2%

Sysmiss 12
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 754 /-] [Invalid: 12 /-]

# volvo: F.1CB Confidence in: Volvo

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which the following companies and brands do their job? - Volvo

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 119 16.3%

2 Quite high trust 344 47.1%

3 Neither high nor low trust 215 29.5%

4 Quite low trust 40 5.5%

5 Very low trust 12 1.6%

Sysmiss 36
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 730 /-] [Invalid: 36 /-]

# saab: F.1CC Confidence in: Saab

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which the following companies and brands do their job? - Saab
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# saab: F.1CC Confidence in: Saab

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 61 8.6%

2 Quite high trust 283 40.1%

3 Neither high nor low trust 267 37.8%

4 Quite low trust 77 10.9%

5 Very low trust 18 2.5%

Sysmiss 60
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 706 /-] [Invalid: 60 /-]

# ericsson: F.1CD Confidence in: Ericsson

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which the following companies and brands do their job? - Ericsson

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 62 8.5%

2 Quite high trust 299 40.8%

3 Neither high nor low trust 260 35.5%

4 Quite low trust 85 11.6%

5 Very low trust 27 3.7%

Sysmiss 33
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 733 /-] [Invalid: 33 /-]

# posten: F.1CE Confidence in: Posten AB

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which the following companies and brands do their job? - Posten
AB

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 51 6.8%

2 Quite high trust 200 26.6%

3 Neither high nor low trust 210 27.9%

4 Quite low trust 174 23.1%

5 Very low trust 118 15.7%

Sysmiss 13
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 753 /-] [Invalid: 13 /-]

# telia: F.1CF Confidence in: TeliaSonera

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which the following companies and brands do their job? -
TeliaSonera
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# telia: F.1CF Confidence in: TeliaSonera

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 31 4.3%

2 Quite high trust 178 24.8%

3 Neither high nor low trust 307 42.8%

4 Quite low trust 136 18.9%

5 Very low trust 66 9.2%

Sysmiss 48
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 718 /-] [Invalid: 48 /-]

# coca: F.1CG Confidence in: Coca-Cola

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which the following companies and brands do their job? - Coca-
Cola

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 43 5.9%

2 Quite high trust 139 19.1%

3 Neither high nor low trust 255 35.1%

4 Quite low trust 164 22.6%

5 Very low trust 126 17.3%

Sysmiss 39
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 727 /-] [Invalid: 39 /-]

# skandia: F.1CH Confidence in: Skandia

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way in which the following companies and brands do their job? - Skandia

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 10 1.4%

2 Quite high trust 64 8.9%

3 Neither high nor low trust 245 34.1%

4 Quite low trust 212 29.5%

5 Very low trust 188 26.1%

Sysmiss 47
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 719 /-] [Invalid: 47 /-]

# persson: F.1DA Confidence in: Göran Persson

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way the following people do their job? - Göran Persson, the Swedish
Social Democratic Party
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# persson: F.1DA Confidence in: Göran Persson

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 35 4.7%

2 Quite high trust 191 25.7%

3 Neither high nor low trust 207 27.9%

4 Quite low trust 175 23.6%

5 Very low trust 135 18.2%

Sysmiss 23
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 743 /-] [Invalid: 23 /-]

# fredrik: F.1DB Confidence in: Fredrik Reinfeldt

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way the following people do their job? - Fredrik Reinfeldt, the Moderate
party

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 44 6.3%

2 Quite high trust 235 33.8%

3 Neither high nor low trust 197 28.3%

4 Quite low trust 136 19.6%

5 Very low trust 83 11.9%

Sysmiss 71
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 695 /-] [Invalid: 71 /-]

# sydow: F.1DC Confidence in: Björn von Sydow

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way the following people do their job? - Björn von Sydow, speaker of
Parliament

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 33 5.7%

2 Quite high trust 189 32.5%

3 Neither high nor low trust 260 44.8%

4 Quite low trust 69 11.9%

5 Very low trust 30 5.2%

Sysmiss 185
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 581 /-] [Invalid: 185 /-]

# juttan: F.1DD Confidence in: Christina Jutterström

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way the following people do their job? - Christina Jutterström, managing
director Swedish Television
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# juttan: F.1DD Confidence in: Christina Jutterström

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 23 3.7%

2 Quite high trust 208 33.8%

3 Neither high nor low trust 243 39.4%

4 Quite low trust 97 15.7%

5 Very low trust 45 7.3%

Sysmiss 150
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 616 /-] [Invalid: 150 /-]

# orn: F.1DE Confidence in: Peter Örn

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way the following people do their job? - Peter Örn, managing director
Swedish Radio

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 28 6.0%

2 Quite high trust 211 44.9%

3 Neither high nor low trust 180 38.3%

4 Quite low trust 31 6.6%

5 Very low trust 20 4.3%

Sysmiss 296
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 470 /-] [Invalid: 296 /-]

# gerdin: F.1DF Confidence in: Anders Gerdin

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way the following people do their job? - Anders Gerdin, editor-in-chief
Aftonbladet

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 10 2.3%

2 Quite high trust 76 17.8%

3 Neither high nor low trust 171 40.0%

4 Quite low trust 108 25.2%

5 Very low trust 63 14.7%

Sysmiss 338
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 428 /-] [Invalid: 338 /-]

# leif: F.1DG Confidence in: Leif Johansson

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way the following people do their job? - Leif Johansson, president and
CEO of AB Volvo
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# leif: F.1DG Confidence in: Leif Johansson

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 52 10.2%

2 Quite high trust 242 47.5%

3 Neither high nor low trust 169 33.2%

4 Quite low trust 33 6.5%

5 Very low trust 13 2.6%

Sysmiss 257
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 509 /-] [Invalid: 257 /-]

# kamprad: F.1DH Confidence in: Ingvar Kamprad

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way the following people do their job? - Ingvar Kamprad, founder of
IKEA

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 274 38.5%

2 Quite high trust 303 42.6%

3 Neither high nor low trust 106 14.9%

4 Quite low trust 21 3.0%

5 Very low trust 7 1.0%

Sysmiss 55
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 711 /-] [Invalid: 55 /-]

# svanberg: F.1DI Confidence in: Carl-Henrik Svanberg

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way the following people do their job? - Carl-Henrik Svanberg, CEO of
Ericsson

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 64 12.4%

2 Quite high trust 196 38.1%

3 Neither high nor low trust 182 35.3%

4 Quite low trust 48 9.3%

5 Very low trust 25 4.9%

Sysmiss 251
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 515 /-] [Invalid: 251 /-]

# hammar: F.1DJ Confidence in: KG Hammar

Literal question How much confidence do you have for the way the following people do their job? - KG Hammar, Archbishop
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2005
# hammar: F.1DJ Confidence in: KG Hammar

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 72 12.0%

2 Quite high trust 191 31.8%

3 Neither high nor low trust 211 35.1%

4 Quite low trust 73 12.1%

5 Very low trust 54 9.0%

Sysmiss 165
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */6]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 601 /-] [Invalid: 165 /-]
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# egenliv: F.2A Changes in 10-15 years: Your own life situation

Literal question Do you think your own life situation will be better or worse 10-15 years from now?

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Much better 165 21.5%

2 Somewhat better 303 39.6%

3 Neither better nor worse 147 19.2%

4 Somewhat worse 96 12.5%

5 Much worse 35 4.6%

6 No opinion 14 1.8%

7 Do not know 6 0.8%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 7] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# svelivs: F.2B Changes in 10-15 years: Most Swedes' life situation

Literal question Do you think the life situation of most Swedish citizens will be better or worse 10-15 years from now?

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Much better 40 5.2%

2 Somewhat better 300 39.2%

3 Neither better nor worse 180 23.5%

4 Somewhat worse 193 25.2%

5 Much worse 33 4.3%

6 No opinion 13 1.7%

7 Do not know 7 0.9%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 7] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# miljo: F.3A Changes in 10-15 years: The environment

Literal question If you look 10-15 years into the future, how do you think that Sweden will have changed in terms of the following? -
The environment

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Got much better 31 4.0%

2 Get somewhat better 254 33.2%

3 Much like today 172 22.5%

4 Got somewhat worse 231 30.2%

5 Got much worse 67 8.7%

6 No opinion 11 1.4%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 7] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# ekstand: F.3B Changes in 10-15 years: Economic standard of living

Literal question If you look 10-15 years into the future, how do you think that Sweden will have changed in terms of the following? -
Economic standard of living
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# ekstand: F.3B Changes in 10-15 years: Economic standard of living

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Got much better 20 2.6%

2 Get somewhat better 252 32.9%

3 Much like today 234 30.5%

4 Got somewhat worse 205 26.8%

5 Got much worse 41 5.4%

6 No opinion 14 1.8%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 7] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# journ: F.3C Changes in 10-15 years: The journalistic ethics

Literal question If you look 10-15 years into the future, how do you think that Sweden will have changed in terms of the following? -
The journalistic ethics

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Got much better 17 2.2%

2 Get somewhat better 114 14.9%

3 Much like today 214 27.9%

4 Got somewhat worse 262 34.2%

5 Got much worse 90 11.7%

6 No opinion 69 9.0%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 7] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# politik: F.3D Changes in 10-15 years: The morality of politicians

Literal question If you look 10-15 years into the future, how do you think that Sweden will have changed in terms of the following? -
The morality of politicians

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Got much better 17 2.2%

2 Get somewhat better 141 18.4%

3 Much like today 281 36.7%

4 Got somewhat worse 213 27.8%

5 Got much worse 72 9.4%

6 No opinion 42 5.5%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 7] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# ftgled: F.3E Changes in 10-15 years: The moral of business managers

Literal question If you look 10-15 years into the future, how do you think that Sweden will have changed in terms of the following? -
The moral of business managers

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Got much better 19 2.5%
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# ftgled: F.3E Changes in 10-15 years: The moral of business managers

Value Label Cases Percentage

2 Get somewhat better 194 25.3%

3 Much like today 286 37.3%

4 Got somewhat worse 164 21.4%

5 Got much worse 51 6.7%

6 No opinion 52 6.8%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 7] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# parti1: F.4A Political party sympathy

Literal question Which political party do you sympathize with?

Value Label Cases Percentage

0 Non-Swedish citizen/under 18 years old 69 9.0%

1 Other party 8 1.0%

2 Moderate Party 127 16.6%

3 Liberal Party 49 6.4%

4 The Centre Party 26 3.4%

5 Christian Democrats 23 3.0%

6 Social Democrats 174 22.7%

7 Left Party 18 2.3%

8 Green Party 16 2.1%

9 No party, will vote blank 35 4.6%

10 Will not vote 22 2.9%

11 Refuses to vote 5 0.7%

12 Do not know 186 24.3%

13 The June List 8 1.0%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 0- 13] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 766 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# parti2: F.4B Closest political party

Literal question Which political party do you lean towards?

Value Label Cases Percentage

0 Non-Swedish citizen/under 18 years old 0

1 Other party 2 0.8%

2 Moderate Party 19 7.7%

3 Liberal Party 14 5.6%

4 The Centre Party 4 1.6%

5 Christian Democrats 3 1.2%

6 Social Democrats 43 17.3%

7 Left Party 7 2.8%

8 Green Party 6 2.4%

9 No party, will vote blank 22 8.9%
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# parti2: F.4B Closest political party

Value Label Cases Percentage

10 Will not vote 15 6.0%

11 Refuses to vote 8 3.2%

12 Do not know 103 41.5%

13 The June List 2 0.8%

Sysmiss 518
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 0- 13] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 248 /-] [Invalid: 518 /-]

# familj: F.5 Current family category

Literal question If you had to describe your current family, which of the categories that I now count up do you think best applies?

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Working-class family 325 42.6%

2 Agricultural family 15 2.0%

3 Civil servant's family 197 25.8%

4 Higher civil servant's family/academic family 144 18.9%

5 Self-employed 65 8.5%

6 Other 17 2.2%

0 Vet ej/Ej svar 3
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 6] [Missing: */0]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 763 /-] [Invalid: 3 /-]
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